READY TO FLATPROOF YOUR DAY?
WE HAVE YOUR OPTIONS
TYRLYNER® is a permanent, self-healing urethane rubber sheet that is securely adhered to the inside of the tire casing. TYRLYNER heals over cuts, punctures and penetrating objects, and will prevent tires from going flat if punctured or cut by objects up to 1/4” in diameter.

DID YOU KNOW? OTR WHEEL ENGINEERING AND ITS ASSOCIATED DIVISIONS ARE RECOGNIZED AS THE LARGEST SUPPLIER OF FOAM FILLED TIRE/WHEEL ASSEMBLIES IN NORTH AMERICA BY VOLUME OF FOAM PUMPED ANNUALLY.

To prevent flat tires, many flat-prevention methods have been invented. Each innovation for preventing flat tires comes with a trade-off or performance compromise as well as financial considerations. Look to the professionals at OTR Wheel Engineering to help you select the best flat-prevention solution for your tire application.